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MST is Up-AndRunning!
In it’s first full year of capacity-building,
MST has covered quite a lot of ground.
We’ve fostered basin-wide saltcedar education/outreach in the Musselshell Valley,
and we’ve invented exciting new data
collection and database management
strategies which are already taking root
with our partner agencies and beyond.
Read on to find out more!

MST encourages the taking of geotagged photos using typical smartphones as
it’s preferred survey technique, These photos can be automatically incorporated into our database and simulataneously associated with points on a map.
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MST’s Big Sky Watershed Corps Member, Matt Schmidt (third from right) with Friends of
the Missouri River Breaks’ Montana Conservation Corps Crew during a 10-day saltcedar
removal hitch on Arrow Creek and Judith River.
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MST Geodatabase
Reconciling County/Agency-Based Weed Management with Watershed-Based Weed Propagation
Invasive species management in Montana is handled by counties, public agencies, and private landowners that
operate within their respective political/private boundaries. These boundaries generally do not respect watershed
boundaries. Because Tamarisk spp is a riparian weed that tends to respect watershed boundaries, a management
tool that can reconcile county and agency based weed management with watershed-based weed propagation can
be helpful.
This is an interface that allows data entry into a catalog which is organized based on the nested-watershed principle, so that information entered into a field associated with a HUC12 subwatershed propagates down to it's corresponding HUC10 watershed and so on. This facilitates the division of a large, messy problem into manageable
smaller problems, and provides guidelines for prioritization, coordination and strategic thinking regarding treatment
and management. It could also prove invaluable to education, outreach, and project funding applications.
Continued on Next Page

MST Geodatabase (continued)
This information can be viewed in tables, displaying such
information as Last Survey, Last Treatment, Saltcedar
Present/Absent, Access Logistics, etc. for use in statewide
or basin-wide prioritizing or strategizing, and is scalable
and adaptable for future needs.
Information on infested, surveyed, or otherwise interesting
watersheds can be viewed in ArcMap alongside other relevant information, such as the locally relevant political
boundaries. This can help ensure that if saltcedar management is to take place in an area, all weed managers upstream and downstream of that area can be contacted, and
this can prevent problems including reinfestation of a managed area by an upstream seed source.
Detailed maps including infestation information, relevant
boundaries, and area logistics can be produced easily and
distributed for use in funding applications or project proposals. However, the maps need not be so detailed that
they pinpoint individual landowners. Watershed boundaries are effectively random as far as private property
boundaries are concerned, yet are scientifically credible.
The database is designed to integrate data in a variety of
different formats, to accommodate the various agencies
collecting data in their own tried-and-true ways. However,
the easiest way for people to enter data into the database
is simply by taking geotagged photos with typical
smartphones. We are exploring an application that will
make this an even easier process.

“I think what you are [solving] is one of
the major “gaps” in how invasive plants
are addressed.”
-Scott Bockness, Missouri River Watershed Coalition

“The tool is awesome in that it takes a
very messy problem and makes its man-

agement straightforward. “
-Charles Shabica, President, Shabica & Associates
Coastal Engineering

“Very innovative“
-John Chase, Missouri River Conservation Districts
Council

Below: MST encourages the taking of geotagged photos
using typical smartphones as it’s preferred survey technique, These photos can be automatically incorporated
into our geodatabase and simultaneously associated with
points on a map.

Photo Caption

Above: An example of a final product created when tabular data is associated with its spacial component. There are many other
possibilities as well.

Results: Saltcedar Hike
Survey
Hiking-based survey excursions up the drainages of
Fort Peck Lake are feasible
and practical. One survey
crew can survey 1-2 drainages in a day.
In subwatersheds with prominent open water features
(i.e. lower Hell Creek pictured above/center), subwatersheds may have to be
further subdivided since
there is no single drainage
mouth from which to to start
a single hike.
Next Steps:
This year we were hoping to
have 10 surveyors making
up 5 crews. We ended up
with 3 surveyors making up
1 crew. If we can identify
what went wrong with this
year’s travel/scheduling logistics, and get a larger
BSWC crew out here next
year, we can cover much
more ground.
We should cross reference
these data with topographic
maps to identify any patterns, and create any models to predict where saltcedar will grow, and how it will
grow there, based on elevation and topography.

Data collected at the event. Each green dot is associated with a photo and/or video of the
plant community in that area.

Montana Saltcedar Team Hiking Survey: August 27th-29th, 2015
Participants:
Army Corps of Engineers Weed Specialist: Patricia Gilbert
BSWC Members: Meredith Hardy, David Stout, Matthew Schmidt
We drove to Hell Creek State Park on the afternoon of Thursday, 8/27/2015 and set up
a campsite.
The Following Friday and Saturday mornings at 9:00 AM, BSWC members met Patricia
Gilbert at the Hell Creek Boat Launch. We were to be picked up by boat at 5:00 PM.
Surveyors were to travel by boat to the mouth of the Middle Hell Creek, Two Deer Coulee and Reid Coulee, then hiked up drainages by stream order from highest to lowest.
In the case of even confluence, from West to East, moving to the next area if/when no
saltcedar has been spotted for over 1km. Deviations from this pattern could be made
according to the judgement of the surveyors in the field, but these deviations were
logged within the voice notes.
Documentation
BSWC members were to take geotagged photos and videos with voice recordings of
infestation details as outlined in the MST Volunteer Survey Protocol.
The product of this survey was to be a report of the following:




Weed Infestation GPS coordinates and photos emphasizing saltcedar.
A descriptive report of the survey.
A better idea of the practicality/protocol of future hiking survey excursions in extreme terrain.

Surveyors speculate on the possible connections between flood-drowned saltcedar (foreground) and nearby mature
living plants (background), evidently spawned by flood-deposited seeds.

Surveyors gauge the age-class of a saltcedar infestation.

The saltcedar taproot can be
several times the height of the plant, especially on young plants.

Americorps/Montana Conservatio Corps survey/removal crew (sponsored by MST partner Friends of the Missouri
River Breaks) removed every saltcedar specimen found on a 17 rivermile reach of Arrow Creek during part of a 10day hitch in September 2015. Then they moved on to Judith Landing for the remainder of the hitch, still removing
saltcedar everywhere they found it.

Friends of the Missouri River Breaks National
Monument Update
By Sara Meloy
Restoration and Volunteer Coordinator
Friends of the Missouri Breaks Monument

I watched the willows rustle along Arrow
Creek and motioned to the rest of the crew
to stop. Tyler, one of the Montana Conservation Corps leaders I was working with,
was only 15-feet from the churning branches. We and the MCC crew were hiking Arrow Creek on a search and destroy mission
for salt cedar – a priority noxious weed for
removal in Montana. This September marks
the second year weeds work spearheaded
by the Friends of the Missouri Breaks
thanks to generous funding from the Montana Department of Agriculture’s Noxious
Weeds Trust Fund. So far that morning, we
had found, recorded, and removed a few
plants and flushed four-times as many
pheasants. It was early, though, and we still
had miles of creek to walk.

removed salt cedar
from 121 miles of the
Missouri River and tributaries like Arrow Creek
and the Judith River – all in an effort to help
our native cottonwoods.
The willows moved again and I finally spotted the cause. A disembodied pair of 6-point
antlers crested the shrubs and I grinned. I
could see the rack drifting alone above the
greenery. After another minute, the elk
moved off slowly into a thick patch of cottonwoods as excited smiles and thumbs up
flew between the crew members. Cottonwood forests are hot spots for wildlife.

Arrow Creek is one of the major cottonwood
seed sources protected as part of the Upper
Missouri River Breaks National Monument,
designated in 2001. It’s critical to keeping
cottonwoods healthy on the big river downstream so we’re doing everything we can
including contracting crews of young folks,
Our target weed, an invader from the Middle
working with landowners and county weed
East, has several undesirable qualities. The
districts, and hiking the shorelines with our
most perturbing, possibly, is salt cedar’s
volunteers to get rid of the stiff competition
ability to suck up more water than its native
from salt cedar. You can help. Check out
neighbors - cottonwoods and willows. Comour work at
bine that with its ability to turn alkaline soil
saltier, displace birds and big game, clog
missouribreaks.org
irrigation canals, and make it impossible in
-Andsome places to hop out of a canoe onto a
river bank, and we’re talking bad news for
www.facebook.com/
everyone. Last year, we, BLM, and MCC
friendsofthemissouribreaks.

Results: Saltcedar Float
Survey
We learned a great deal
during this survey. The
method of taking photos with
a GPS-enabled cameraphone works very well, so
we have photos
of infestations, and photos of
non-infested areas, all of
which associate with our
points on our interactive GIS
map. Data management
with this technique is somewhat straightforward, but
does require a special plugin
to our QGIS application.
Geotagged videos are even
better, because we can film
360-degree views of infestation areas while talking descriptively about the area,
and these descriptions can
be easily transcripted into
the attributes of the shapefile features associated with
the locations of where the
videos were filmed.

Data collected at the event. Each green dot is associated with a photo and/or video of the
plant community in that area.
Montana Saltcedar Team / Musselshell Watershed Coalition Pilot Float Trip Proposal

Saltcedar, while present in
sporadic patches on point
banks, was far from dominant within the vegetation
community in the areas surveyed. Cottonwood seedlings outnumbered saltcedar
seedlings by the thousands.
(See photo at right)

The purpose of this survey was to obtain detailed information about saltcedar infestations on the
reach surveyed and also to assess the practicality of float-based saltcedar surveys.

Next Steps:

We took a GPS-tagged photo and/or pulled over to further investigate/take notes at our discretion
approximately every 6.8 minutes. At this interval we would have documented every 1/10 mile of
the reach.

Instead of individual landowners going after saltcedar
on their own property, it
would be more efficient for
landowners to pool their
weed control budgets and
pay for a crew to float the
river while spraying as they
encounter patches. This is
due in part to the way the
river meanders: adjacent
saltcedar patches will nearly
always be on the opposite
side of the river on the next
point bank.

Put In/ Pull Out:
We floated from Mosby Bridge (pictured above, lower-right hand corner) approximately 7 river
miles in 8 hours.
Documentation

Partnerships Producing Possibilities

The MRCDC River Rendezvous highlights the success of partnership efforts to control
saltcedar on the South shore of Fort Peck Lake.
Over 30 folks loaded into boats gathered at the Devil’s Creek Recreation Area at Fort Peck
Lake on August 25th to tour a unique, cooperative effort to combat the invasive tree, saltcedar (Tamarisk ramosissima). Saltcedar is native to Eurasia, produces thousands of seeds that
float on water and germinate in the wet soils left behind as the lake level steadily drops
through the summer. The tree uses large amounts of water and exudes salts into the soil altering its ability to support more desirable plants. Saltcedar has drastically altered riparian
Tour attendees pose on the Devil’s Creek Boat Launch outside of Jordan, MT.

systems in the Southwestern US, prompting
concerted efforts to control the plant in Montana.

group has since spent nearly a year organizing partners, obtaining funding, and developing a treatment plan that includes the full array of landowners with the goal of controlling
After a 30 minute ride on a rare glass-like sursaltcedar in the entire watershed. “This proface of Fort Peck, the boats landed at the
ject is important to the private landowners in
mouth of Seven Blackfoot Creek, providing
Garfield County, and we hope it provides an
tour attendees with a first-hand look at the exexample for how to manage saltcedar and
tent of saltcedar infestation and the challengnoxious weeds in other areas”, said Dean
es imposed
Rogge, Chairby the rugman of the Garged terrain. A
field County
delta of trees
Conservation
ranging from
District and the
seedlings to
MRCDC.
six-foot tall
individuals
The treatment
sprinkled
plan is a coopwith emergerative effort
ing cottonbetween the
woods testify
US Army Corps
The
leaves
of
a
taller
saltcedar
plant
show
up
against
the
of the comOf Engineers
white beaches of Fort Peck Lake. The tiny plants in the left (ACOE), US
plexity of
frame of the photo are newly emerged saltcedar seedlings. Fish and Wildtreating the
full area. To add to the challenge, the 56,000 life Service (FWS), Garfield County Conservaacre drainage encompasses both public and tion District, the Natural Resources Conservaprivate ownerships, steep terrain, and very
tion Service (NRCS), Bureau of Land Manlimited road access. So why pick such a chal- agement (BLM), private landowners, and the
lenging area for a saltcedar treatment?
Missouri River Conservation Districts Council
(MRCDC). Patricia Gilbert of the US ACOE
The project was proposed at a meeting of the
believes that having everyone at the table
Montana Saltcedar Team (MST) which is a
helps keep the support for the projects comgroup of over 50 public and private partners
ing from the federal agencies. “It’s important
whose mission is to promote strategic, coopthat we all understand how management of
erative management of saltcedar along the
weeds on our land affects our neighbors and
Missouri and Musselshell Rivers in Montana.
their land”, she continued.
During the first meeting, the group identified
the Seven Blackfoot Creek area in Garfield
Currently, treatments have been applied to
County as a key area for managing saltcedar the private land near the head of the drainon the south shore of Fort Peck Lake. The
age, and will continue with applications on

BLM, US FWS, and US ACOE land scheduled for summer of 2016. Herbicide treatments will be applied with helicopter, UTV
spray rigs, and backpack sprayers as dictated
by the terrain and infestation density. This collaborative approach to managing saltcedar on
a landscape scale will result in more impact to
the plant community and more efficient use of
everyone’s limited resources.

and outreach benefits to the Missouri and
Musselshell River watersheds, and create a
database of current infestations of saltcedar
to help MST members prioritize future areas
of treatment.
The MST also serves as a source of communication about other saltcedar treatment efforts going on within the watersheds. Sara

Contractor Dylan Brown describes the methods for applying herbicide treatments to the Seven Blackfoot drainage and other saltcedar sites on the south shore of Fort Peck Lake.
The MST was formed in April of 2014 to bring
federal and state agencies together with local
government and private individuals to combat
a common problem. The Team promotes on –
the-ground projects and working together
across land ownership boundaries to control
saltcedar. To support that mission, the MST
also hosted an Americorps Member stationed
in Petroleum County to help coordinate saltcedar management efforts, provide education

Meloy, volunteer coordinator with the Friends
of the Missouri Breaks Monument described
their use of Montana Conservation Corps
(MCC) volunteer teams to survey and handpull saltcedar from the Missouri River between Fort Benton and the Fred Robinson
Bridge. This program removed saltcedar from
over 100 miles of river the past year and there
are plans for more removals and surveys in
2016.

On the ride back to Devil’s Creek, the boats stopped to survey a small site of Eurasian Watermilfoil, where Patricia discussed the impacts of lake level on the growth of the plant. Lake level forecasts are used to determine the need for treatments for both milfoil and saltcedar on an
annual basis, and help guide the long-range plan of the Corps in controlling these aquatic invasive species.
Thanks to Jim Gordon with Crop Production Services for supplying the lunch for the tour participants and to Patricia Gilbert and cohorts from the US ACOE and Bridget Neilsen and fellow USFWS boat operators for a near-perfect day on the water, despite the smoke from area
fires. To learn more about the MST and their projects, contact Rachel Frost, Coordinator for
MRCDC, at mrcdc@macdnet.org.

Panoramic view of the mouth of the Seven Blackfoot Creek, the site of saltcedar treatments in
both 2015 and 2016. Saltcedar extends up the Seven Blackfoot Creek nearly 2 miles.

MST Partners:


















US Army Corps of Engineers
US Fish and Wildlife Service
Bureau of Land Management
MSU University Extension
Natural Resource Conservation Service
MT Dept. Natural Resources Conservation
Lower Missouri Coord Resource Management
Friends of the Missouri Breaks
Montana Conservation Corps
Montana Weed Control Association
Montana Watershed Coordination Council
Musselshell Watershed Coalition
Montana Noxious Weed Education Campaign
Missouri River Conservation Districts Council
Conservation Districts
County Weed Boards
Private Landowners

Contact Us
Drop us a line for more
information:

Montana Saltcedar
Team
P.O. Box 118
Winnett, MT 59087
(406) 429-6646
saltcedar@macdnet.org

Visit us on the web at:
missouririvercouncil.info/
montana-saltcedar-team/

Montana Saltcedar Team: Strategic control, education, and communication.

Montana Saltcedar Team
P.O. Box 118
Winnett, MT 59087
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